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Marea spovedanie a brokerului fugar
Elefant Online „O spovedanie e o mărturisire. Un act de curaj și în același timp o ușurare. Nu m-am spovedit niciodată, nici unui preot, nici iubitei, nici măcar propriului meu copil. O voi face acum, public. Nu mă aștept să ﬁu crezut și cu atât mai puțin să ﬁu iertat. Cum cel mai important lucru pe care lam trăit este chiar scrierea acestei cărți, am agățat pe ﬁrul genezei Marii Spovedanii tot ceea ce mi s-a părut mai relevant pentru a descrie Sistemul, păpușarii lui și cauzele care au dus la instaurarea sa. Nu am uitat nimic din ceea ce am făcut și vreau ca măcar generațiile viitoare să învețe ceva din
experiența mea.“ – Cristian Sima

Anatomia unei imposturi. O școală incapabilă să învețe
Elefant Online "Asemeni ecologilor, care privesc natura ca pe un mediu indispensabil de supravieţuire și cer stoparea poluării pentru ca urmașii noștri să mai poată avea ce respira, și Mihai Maci privește învăţământul ca pe un mediu de viaţă, indispensabil pentru viitorul naţiunii și pus sever în discuţie
de iresponsabilitatea distrugerii condiţiilor care fac posibile producerea și reproducerea binelui comun. Vom dispărea, ne avertizează Maci cu vocea sa blândă, iubitoare și încărcată de disperare." - H. R. Patapievici "Atunci când abdică de la menirea ei, școala nu e o simplă instituție inerțială, ci una
deformatoare. Și nu deformează doar spatele copiilor, ci, în primul rând, suﬂetele lor. Elevul care învață că poate obține note mari cu referate de pe internet e adultul de mâine care va plagia fără remușcări, cel care-și copiază temele în pauză va alege întotdeauna scurtătura, iar cel care promovează cu
intervenții va ști că la baza reușitei stă nu cunoașterea, ci cunoștințele. Luate individual, lucrurile acestea pot părea mărunte, însă cumulate, ele dau măsura deformării lumii în care trăim și aruncă o umbră grea asupra viitorului pe care ni-l dorim altfel." - Mihai Maci Colecția Contributors reunește lucrări
informative, inteligente, semnate de nume cu autoritate în diverse domenii. Cititorul va găsi în paginile colecției argumente convingătoare, analiză riguroasă și independență în gândire. Volumele incluse în această colecție sunt menite să te facă să înțelegi ideile, tendințele și mutațiile din lumea
modernă, din actualitatea imediată și din mințile celor ce provoacă sau decid schimbările. Anatomia unei imposturi, de Mihai Maci, este al doilea volum al colecției Contributors.

Intuition in Science and Mathematics
An Educational Approach
Springer Science & Business Media In writing the present book I have had in mind the following objectives: - To propose a theoretical, comprehensive view of the domain of intuition. - To identify and organize the experimental ﬁndings related to intuition scattered in a wide variety of research
contexts. - To reveal the educational implications of the idea, developed for science and mathematics education. Most of the existing monographs in the ﬁeld of intuition are mainly concerned with theoretical debates - deﬁnitions, philosophical attitudes, historical considerations. (See, especially the
works of Wild (1938), of Bunge (1 962) and of Noddings and Shore (1 984).) A notable exception is the book by Westcott (1968), which combines theoretical analyses with the author’s own experimental studies. But, so far, no attempt has been made to identify systematically those ﬁndings, spread
throughout the research literature, which could contribute to the deciphering of the mechanisms of intuition. Very often the relevant studies do not refer explicitly to intuition. Even when this term is used it occurs, usually, as a self-evident, common sense term.

Monitorul oﬁcial al României
Legi, decrete, hotărîri și alte acte. Partea I.
Didactica matematicii pentru învățământul primar
Elefant Online Destinat celor care studiază pedagogia învățământului primar, dar și învățătorilor care doresc să-și aprofundeze cunoștințele în domeniu, volumul oferă informații esențiale despre metodologiile de predare a noțiunilor matematice în învățământul primar. Sunt descrise strategii pentru
formarea conceptelor de bază, precum cel de număr natural, operațiile cu numere naturale și fracții, utilizarea unităților de măsură, însușirea elementelor de geometrie și rezolvarea problemelor. Prezentarea acestor strategii include aspectele psihopedagogice legate de implementarea curriculumului
național, proiectarea activităților, în special a celor integrate, etapele, formele și instrumentele de evaluare, iar exemplele cuprind planiﬁcări, proiecte didactice și probe de evaluare.

Adolescentul
Elefant Online Diferit ca ton de celelalte capodopere ale scriitorului romanul Adolescentul (1875) ocupa un loc aparte in creatia dostoievskiana ﬁind istorisit din perspectiva unui tanar de nouasprezece ani ale carui imaturitate prospetime si naivitate se reﬂecta magistral in vocea narativa. Fiul nelegitim
al unui mosier depravat tanarul Arkadi Makarovici Dolgoruki oscileaza neincetat intre pornirea de a scoate la iveala greselile tatalui si dorinta ascunsa de a-i castiga pretuirea. Inarmat cu un document despre care isi inchipuie ca ii va oferi puteri depline asupra celorlalti Arkadi pleaca la Petersburg sa-si
intalneasca tatal insa aceasta experienta initiatica ii dezvaluie mizeriile concrete ale vietii adulte si ii schimba din temelii viziunea asupra lumii. Dostoievski zugraveste cu o maiestrie inegalabila adolescenta ca pe o stare de nesiguranta ignoranta si nedesavarsire dar si de bogatie si exuberanta in care
totul este posibil.
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Nouasprezece minute
Litera Media Group via PublishDrive Peter Houghton, un adolescent de șaptesprezece ani din Sterling, New Hampshire, a îndurat ani întregi de abuzuri verbale și ﬁzice din partea colegilor de clasă. Cea mai bună prietenă a sa, Josie Cormier, a cedat presiunii și își petrece timpul cu cei care deseori
instigă la hărțuire. O ultimă agresiune îl face pe Peter să cedeze și îl determină să comită un act de violență care schimbă pentru totdeauna viețile locuitorilor din Sterling. Chiar și cei care nu se aﬂau în școală în acea dimineață se trezesc cu viața dată peste cap. Printre aceștia se numără și Alex
Cormier, judecătoarea de la Curtea Supremă care a primit cazul Houghton și a cărei ﬁică, Josie, a fost martoră la evenimentele ce au avut loc. Ea este obligată să decidă dacă trebuie sau nu să se ocupe de cel mai important caz din cariera sa, știind că acest lucru va provoca o prăpastie și mai mare în
relația cu ﬁica ei fragilă din punct de vedere emoțional. Între timp, Josie pretinde că nu-și amintește ce s-a întâmplat în ultimele minute ale atacului lui Peter. Sau își amintește? Iar părinții lui Peter, Lacy și Lewis Houghton, examinează neîncetat trecutul încercând să-și dea seama ce au făcut sau au spus
ca să-l împingă pe ﬁul lor la un gest atât de extrem. Bogat în substraturi psihologice și sociale, Nouăsprezece minute este un roman captivant, tulburător și provocator, care are în centrul său o întrebare obsedantă: Cunoaștem vreodată pe cineva cu adevărat? „Picoult scrie povești pline de tensiune
despre familii disfuncționale, trădare și ispășire... Felul în care descrie ritualurile adolescenței contemporane este excepțional: nu ezită, nu emite judecăți și o face într-un mod complet detașat.“ Washington Post „Cărțile lui Jodi Picoult explorează toate nuanțele de gri într-o lume prea adesea judecată în
alb și negru.“ St. Louis Post-Dispatch

Cartea copilăriilor
Elefant Online Universul copilăriei este magic, cu locuri sau jucării speciale, prieteni care îţi vor rămâne alături toată viaţa, părinţi şi bunici, companioni de nădejde ca pisoii sau căţeii, aventurile din şcoală ori iubirile trecătoare, dar de o intensitate nemaiîntâlnită. Vesele sau pline de melancolie,
poveştile din Cartea copilăriilor ne poartă în această lume. Asemenea aromelor de demult, ele ne vor trezi amintiri ascunse, făcându-ne să retrăim momentele pline de farmec ale celei mai frumoase vârste.

Old and New Inequalities
THE GEOMETRY OF THE ORTHOLOGICAL TRIANGLES
Inﬁnite Study The book is addressed to both those who have studied and love geometry, as well as to those who discover it now, through study and training, in order to obtain special results in school competitions. In this regard, we have sought to prove some properties and theorems in several ways:
synthetic, vectorial, analytical.

Educatia. Reintemeieri, dinamici, preﬁgurari
Elefant Online In Romania, ca peste tot in lume, sistemul educativ este intr-o permanenta transformare, insa in tara noastra, de cele mai multe ori, procesul schimbarii pare haotic, daca nu chiar diletantist. Constantin Cucos incearca sa identiﬁce o serie de inovatii din invatamint, sa evidentieze blocaje
sau provocari, dar si puncte la care inca mai este de lucru. Elevii si studentii ar trebui sa aiba un cuvint de spus in privinta educatiei pe care o primesc? Cum trebuie formati profesorii? Intra scoala din Romania cu adevarat in era digitala? Cit de beneﬁc este homeschooling-ul? Se acorda suﬁcienta atentie
plagiatului? Acestea sint doar citeva dintre intrebarile la care raspunde Educatia. Reintemeieri, dinamici, preﬁgurari, o carte ce se adreseaza atit studentilor care se pregatesc pentru o cariera in sistemul de invatamint, corpului profesoral, pedagogilor, cit si persoanelor cu putere de decizie asupra
politicilor privind educatia.

Istoria jurnalismului din România în date: enciclopedie cronologică
Elefant Online Prima enciclopedie cronologică a jurnalismului din România cuprinde 18.000 de publicații periodice, radiouri, televiziuni, agenții de presă, precum și 33.500 de jurnaliști și publiciști. Sunt acoperiți 280 de ani de presă în România – din 1731 până în 2011 – și sunt oferite pentru prima oară
informații relevante nu numai despre producția jurnalistică de limbă română, ci și despre cea a comunităților maghiară, germană, evreiască, bulgară, sârbă, rusă etc.

Napoleon
Profusely illustrated biography of Napoleon, his family, his career and his times.

The Geography of Thought
Hachette UK When Richard Nisbett showed an animated underwater scene to his American students, they zeroed in on a big ﬁsh swimming among smaller ﬁsh. Japanese subjects, on the other hand, made observations about the background environment...and the diﬀerent "seeings" are a clue to
profound underlying cognitive diﬀerences between Westerners and East Asians. As Professor Nisbett shows in The Geography of Thought people actually think - and even see - the world diﬀerently, because of diﬀering ecologies, social structures, philosophies, and educational systems that date back to
ancient Greece and China, and that have survived into the modern world. As a result, East Asian thought is "holistic" - drawn to the perceptual ﬁeld as a whole, and to relations among objects and events within that ﬁeld. By comparison to Western modes of reasoning, East Asian thought relies far less on
categories, or on formal logic; it is fundamentally dialectic, seeking a "middle way" between opposing thoughts. By contrast, Westerners focus on salient objects or people, use attributes to assign them to categories, and apply rules of formal logic to understand their behaviour.

European Traditions in Didactics of Mathematics
Springer This open access book discusses several didactic traditions in mathematics education in countries across Europe, including France, the Netherlands, Italy, Germany, the Czech and Slovakian Republics, and the Scandinavian states. It shows that while they all share common features both in the
practice of learning and teaching at school and in research and development, they each have special features due to speciﬁc historical and cultural developments. The book also presents interesting historical facts about these didactic traditions, the theories and examples developed in these countries.

The Book of Hrabal
Northwestern University Press An elaborate, elegant homage to the great Czech storyteller Bohumil Hrabal (author of Closely Watched Trains), The Book of Hrabal is also a farewell to the years of communism in Eastern Europe and a glowing paean to the mixed blessings of domestic life.

Dot and the Kangaroo
HarperCollins Australia From the publishers of SNUGGLEPOT AND CUDDLEPIE, BLINKY BILL, THE MAGIC PUDDING and THE MUDDLEHEADED WOMBAT comes the classic Australian tale of DOT AND THE KANGAROO. Lost and afraid in the darkening bush, Dot is befriended by a kind Kangaroo. She eats
the berries of understanding and is then able to communicate with all the bush creatures, who eventually guide her home. the captivating tale of DOt AND tHE KANGAROO is told by Ethel Pedley with the magic that has made this book an Australian favourite since it was ﬁrst published in 1899.'Dot and
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the Kangaroo is without doubt one of the most charming books that could be put in the hands of a child. It is admirably illustrated by Frank P. Mahony, who seems to have entered thoroughly into the spirit of this beautiful journey into the world of Australia. the story is altogether Australian.' SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD 1899Now, as then, children will be enthralled by this oldest of Australian classics, and it will endure to entertain generations to come.

Inquiry Strategies for Science and Mathematics Learning
Learners in a Changing Learning Landscape
Reﬂections from a Dialogue on New Roles and Expectations
Springer Science & Business Media This book is about questions. The fundamental process through which it was created is an extended and in-depth dialogue. That dialogue took place over a two-year period involving researchers, lifelong learners, educators, and thinkers. The publication of the
dialogue in the form of this unique book addresses the authors’ peer community: the learners, teachers, researchers and policymakers who will take the dialogue forward and contribute to its further growth.

Jaclyn Hyde
HarperCollins In this heartwarming and hilarious reimagining of The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, a secret potion accidentally turns eager-to-please eighth grader Jaclyn into Jackie, a goblin-like monster who’ll do anything to win at everything she does—no matter how much chaos she
creates along the way. Jaclyn Hyde is almost perfect. Whether she’s baking cookies for her classmates, building a replica Mt. Vesuvius for the science fair, or practicing her lines for Fog Island: The Musical, she almost never makes mistakes. When she discovers the last batch of perfection potion in an
abandoned laboratory, Jaclyn decides that being almost perfect isn’t perfect enough anymore. But Jaclyn quickly discovers that the potion turns her into Jackie, a goblin-like monster who’ll do anything to make sure Jaclyn comes out on top. Suddenly, she’s wreaking havoc on the school play, stealing
someone else’s brownies to pass oﬀ as her own, and that’s just the beginning. If Jaclyn wants to save her school, her friends, and herself from her perfectly horrifying alter-ego, she’s going to have to screw up her courage and risk it all—even if that means admitting that she never was as perfect as she
seemed.

The Problem with Problems
Rodale Kids How do you deal with problems? Find out in this bold, humorous, and surprisingly insightful picture book that personiﬁes "problems" as creatures, and skillfully teaches readers (big and small!) how to handle one when it appears. Have you ever met a problem? They come in all shapes and
sizes, and can pop up at the most inconvenient times. But you should know some things about problems that will help you make them disappear... This picture book's original take on managing emotions, and emphasis on communication, will help little ones and grown-ups alike naviagate their peskiest
problems. THE PROBLEM WITH PROBLEMS is ﬁlled with social-emotional learning-based advice for every kind of situation, wrapped lovingly in the lyrical prose of award-winning children's poet Rachel Rooney.

Who's who în România
Christmas in Camelot
Random House Books for Young Readers The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! When Jack and Annie receive an invitation to spend Christmas Eve in Camelot—a magical place that exists only in myth and
fantasy—they know they are in for their biggest adventure yet. What they don't know is that the invitation will send them on a quest to save Camelot. Can they succeed even though Camelot's greatest knights have failed? Formerly numbered as Magic Tree House #29, the title of this book is now Magic
Tree House Merlin Mission #1: Christmas in Camelot. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader
Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonﬁction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!

The Epic Adventures of Huggie & Stick
Penguin * "A sureﬁre read-aloud for any wannabe hero." --Booklist (starred review) From Drew Daywalt, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Day the Crayons Quit, comes a hilarious buddy-comedy picture book starring a grouchy stuﬀed bunny and a happy-go-lucky stick. When super
cheerful Stick and grumpy stuﬀed bunny Huggie get thrown from a backpack, the adventure is on! Together this odd couple survives encounters with sea-faring pirates, raging rhinos in Africa, sword-wielding royalty in Europe, stick-eating panda bears in Asia, sharks in Australia, hungry penguins in
Antarctica, and piranhas in South America--all before ﬁnally making it home to North America. A fantastically funny read-aloud about two unlikely friends and their epic journey around the world.

How To Talk So Kids Can Learn
Simon and Schuster The leading experts on parent-child communication show parents and teachers how to motivate kids to learn and succeed in school. Using the unique communication strategies, down-to-earth dialogues, and delightful cartoons that are the hallmark of their multimillion-copy
bestseller How to Talk So Kids Will Listen and Listen So Kids Will Talk, Adele Faber and Elaine Mazlish show parents and teachers how to help children handle the everyday problems that interfere with learning. This breakthrough book demonstrates how parents and teachers can join forces to inspire kids
to be self-directed, self-disciplined, and responsive to the wonders of learning.

Eyes Open Level 2 Teacher's Book
Cambridge Discovery Education Captivating Discovery Education(TM) video and stimulating global topics spark curiosity and engage teenage learners. Developed in partnership with Discovery Education (TM), Eyes Open features captivating Discovery Education(TM) video and stimulating global
topics to motivate students and spark their curiosity. Four videos in every unit make learning relevant and create opportunities for deeper understanding. Guided, step-by-step activities and personalised learning tasks lead to greater speaking and writing ﬂuency. Progress monitoring tools and ﬂexible
teaching support, including graded tests and extra practice activities, ensure every learner can achieve success. The Teacher's Book oﬀers full support including lesson plans, audio scripts, answer keys, extra games and activities, tips for mixed ability classes and CEFR mapping by unit.

My Neighborhood
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Places and Faces
Capstone What makes each of us who we are? Using a friendly and often funny storytelling style, kids describe themselves and their world, and what makes them unique from others around them.

The Manhattan Hunt Club
Random House Digital, Inc. When college student Jeﬀ Converse is wrongly accused of a violent crime, he becomes trapped in the dark and evil underworld of Manhattan where deranged predators hunt for prey in a deadly game.

Once Dead, Twice Shy
A Novel
Harper Collins My name is Madison Avery, and I'm here to tell you that there's more out there than you can see, hear, or touch. Because I'm there. Seeing it. Touching it. Living it. Madison's prom was killer—literally. For some reason she's been targeted by a dark reaper—yeah, that kind of
reaper—intent on getting rid of her, body and soul. But before the reaper could ﬁnish the job, Madison was able to snag his strange, glowing amulet and get away. Now she's stuck on Earth—dead but not gone. Somehow the amulet gives her the illusion of a body, allowing her to toe the line between life
and death. She still doesn't know why the dark reaper is after her, but she's not about to just sit around and let fate take its course. With a little ingenuity, some light-bending, and the help of a light reaper (one of the good guys! Maybe . . . ), her cute crush, and oh yeah, her guardian angel, Madison's
ready to take control of her own destiny once and for all, before it takes control of her. Well, if she believed in that stuﬀ.

Electrical, Electronics, and Digital Hardware Essentials for Scientists and Engineers
John Wiley & Sons A practical guide for solving real-world circuit boardproblems Electrical, Electronics, and Digital Hardware Essentials forScientists and Engineers arms engineers with the tools theyneed to test, evaluate, and solve circuit board problems. Itexplores a wide range of circuit analysis
topics, supplementing thematerial with detailed circuit examples and extensiveillustrations. The pros and cons of various methods of analysis,fundamental applications of electronic hardware, and issues inlogic design are also thoroughly examined. The author draws on more than twenty-ﬁve years of
experience inSilicon Valley to present a plethora of troubleshooting techniquesreaders can use in real-life situations. Plus, he devotes an entirechapter to the design of a small CPU, including all criticalelements—the complete machine instruction set, from itsexecution path to logic implementation and
timing analysis, alongwith power decoupling, resets, and clock considerations.Electrical, Electronics, and Digital Hardware Essentials forScientists and Engineers covers: Resistors, inductors, and capacitors as well as a variety ofanalytical methods The elements of magnetism—an often overlooked topic
insimilar books Time domain and frequency analyses of circuit behavior Numerous electronics, from operational ampliﬁers to MOSFETtransistors Both basic and advanced logic design principles andtechniques This remarkable, highly practical book is a must-have resourcefor solid state circuit engineers,
semiconductor designers andengineers, electric circuit testing engineers, and anyone dealingwith everyday circuit analysis problems. A solutions manualis available to instructors. Please email ahref="mailto:ieeeproposals@wiley.com"ieeeproposals@wiley.com/a torequest the solutions manual. An
errata sheet isavailable.

The Brain That Changes Itself
Stories of Personal Triumph from the Frontiers of Brain Science
Penguin “Fascinating. Doidge’s book is a remarkable and hopeful portrait of the endless adaptability of the human brain.”—Oliver Sacks, MD, author of The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat What is neuroplasticity? Is it possible to change your brain? Norman Doidge’s inspiring guide to the new brain
science explains all of this and more An astonishing new science called neuroplasticity is overthrowing the centuries-old notion that the human brain is immutable, and proving that it is, in fact, possible to change your brain. Psychoanalyst, Norman Doidge, M.D., traveled the country to meet both the
brilliant scientists championing neuroplasticity, its healing powers, and the people whose lives they’ve transformed—people whose mental limitations, brain damage or brain trauma were seen as unalterable. We see a woman born with half a brain that rewired itself to work as a whole, blind people who
learn to see, learning disorders cured, IQs raised, aging brains rejuvenated, stroke patients learning to speak, children with cerebral palsy learning to move with more grace, depression and anxiety disorders successfully treated, and lifelong character traits changed. Using these marvelous stories to
probe mysteries of the body, emotion, love, sex, culture, and education, Dr. Doidge has written an immensely moving, inspiring book that will permanently alter the way we look at our brains, human nature, and human potential.

Nonsmooth Optimization
Analysis and Algorithms with Applications to Optimal Control
World Scientiﬁc This book is a self-contained elementary study for nonsmooth analysis and optimization, and their use in solution of nonsmooth optimal control problems. The ﬁrst part of the book is concerned with nonsmooth diﬀerential calculus containing necessary tools for nonsmooth optimization.
The second part is devoted to the methods of nonsmooth optimization and their development. A proximal bundle method for nonsmooth nonconvex optimization subject to nonsmooth constraints is constructed. In the last part nonsmooth optimization is applied to problems arising from optimal control
of systems covered by partial diﬀerential equations. Several practical problems, like process control and optimal shape design problems are considered. Contents: Part I: Nonsmooth Analysis:IntroductionConvex AnalysisNonsmooth Diﬀerential TheoryNonsmooth GeometryNonsmooth Optimization
TheoryPart II: Nonsmooth Optimization:IntroductionA Survey of Bundle MethodsProximal Bundle Method for Nonconvex Constrained OptimizationNumerical ExperimentsPart III: Nonsmooth Optimal Control:IntroductionPreliminariesDistributed Parameter Control Problems Optimal Shape Design Boundary
Control for Stefan Type Problems Readership: Applied mathematicians, mathematicians, operations researchers, engineers, economists and mathematical physicists. keywords:Nonsmooth Optimization;Nondiﬀerentiable Programming;Bundle Methods;Convex Analysis;Nonconvexity;Subgradients;Tangent
and Normal Cones;Optimal Control;Optimal Shape Design;Continuous Casting

The Serial Killer Files
Robinson There are many myths about serial killers: that they are all dysfunctional loners; all white males; only motivated by sex; that they all travel and operate across a wide area; cannot stop killing; are all insane, or evil geniuses; and that they all want to get caught. Of course, there are some serial
killers who ﬁt into these categories, but the married Green River Killer was not a dysfunctional loner; there are plenty of female and non-Caucasian serial killers; Dr Harold Shipman was certainly not motivated by sex; many serial killings (such as the Ipswich prostitute murders carried out by Steve
Wright) happen within a conﬁned area; the 'BTK Killer', Dennis Rader, stopped killing in 1991, but wasn't caught until fourteen years later. Many serial killers may have a low animal cunning, or be 'street smart', but few of them are Mensa-level geniuses. Each of the thirty cases covered here is unusual in
some respect, perhaps in the way in which the killer carried out their crimes, the choice of victims, the way in which they were apprehended, or the method of their execution. The cases are presented alphabetically by country - from Australia via Colombia, Great Britain, Indonesia, Iran, South Africa and
elsewhere to the United States - and then chronologically. They come from across history and from all over the world. The author has gone back as far as possible to contemporary source material - newspaper accounts, trial evidence, interviews with perpetrators or survivors - rather than rely on the
increasingly blurred truth to be found online and in far too many collections.
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The Book of Mirrors
A Novel
Simon and Schuster An elegant, page-turning thriller in the vein of Night Film and Crooked Letter, Crooked Letter, this tautly crafted novel is about stories: the ones we tell, the ones we keep hidden, and the ones that we’ll do anything to ensure they stay buried. When literary agent Peter Katz
receives a partial book submission entitled The Book of Mirrors, he is intrigued by its promise and original voice. The author, Richard Flynn, has written a memoir about his time as an English student at Princeton in the late 1980s, documenting his relationship with the protégée of the famous Professor
Joseph Wieder. One night just before Christmas 1987, Wieder was brutally murdered in his home. The case was never solved. Now, twenty-ﬁve years later, Katz suspects that Richard Flynn is either using his book to confess to the murder, or to ﬁnally reveal who committed the violent crime. But the
manuscript ends abruptly—and its author is dying in the hospital with the missing pages nowhere to be found. Hell-bent on getting to the bottom of the story, Katz hires investigative journalist John Keller to research the murder and reconstruct the events for a true crime version of the memoir. Keller
tracks down several of the mysterious key players, including retired police detective Roy Freeman, one of the original investigators assigned to the murder case, but he has just been diagnosed with early-onset Alzheimer’s. Inspired by John Keller’s investigation, he decides to try and solve the case once
and for all, before he starts losing control of his mind. A trip to the Potosi Correctional Centre in Missouri, several interviews, and some ingenious police work ﬁnally lead him to a truth that has been buried for over two decades...or has it? Stylishly plotted, elegantly written, and packed with thrilling
suspense until the ﬁnal page, The Book of Mirrors is a book within a book like you’ve never read before.

A First Course in Analytic Geometry, Plane and Solid
With Numerous Examples
Reading and Writing Targets 3
Using Phrasal Verbs for Natural English
Delta Publishing Company(IL) Every learner of English wants to develop ﬂuent, natural English – understanding and using phrasal verbs is an essential part of this development. Using Phrasal Verbs not only helps learners to understand phrasal verbs, but also helps them learn when and how to use
phrasal verbs successfully, to produce more natural-sounding English.Using Phrasal Verbs:• teaches students over 400 commonly used phrasal verbs• builds students’ conﬁdence in using phrasal verbs appropriately through thorough and varied practice• presents phrasal verbs in context and in a wide
range of text types, including tweets, texts, web posts, e-mails, notes and newspaper articles• oﬀers six review sections, each comprising sixty questions for students to test themselves on phrasal verbs learnt in the previous units• allows students to notice and practise aspects of stress and intonation
through the conversational English examples on audio CDKey features• Intermediate (B1) to Upper intermediate (B2) level• Suitable for self-study or classroom use• Includes answer key• Contains free audio CD• Index for easy referenceDELTA Natural English is a series of language practice books for
students who aspire to use natural, ﬂuent English.

The Important Book
Harper Collins The important thing about The Important Book -- is that you let your child tell you what is important about the sun and the moon and the wind and the rain and a bug and a bee and a chair and a table and a pencil and a bear and a rainbow and a cat (if he wants to). For the important
thing about The Important Book is that the book goes on long after it is closed.What is most important about many familiar things -- like rain and wind, apples and daisies -- is suggested in rhythmic words and vivid pictures. 'A perfect book . . . the text establishes a word game which tiny children will
accept with glee.' -- K.

Killer Wolf
The ranchers in Fremont County are frustrated and angry! The wolf known as Killer Wolf is on the rampage, killing calves and sheep. They want to hunt him down, but Government law calls for the protection of wolves and local environmentalists see to it that that law is carried out. The Salter ranch has
just lost a fourth calf to Killer Wolf. Grant Salter expects his son Rob to shoot the wolf on sight, but Rob's girlfriend Cheryl, an environmentalist, has other ideas about how to stop a wolf. She persuades Rob to let her help him keep a lookout for the wolf. Rob is caught between a rock and a hard place!

Enterprise 4
Enterprise 3, Enterprise plus Pre-Intermediate and Enterprise 4 each consist of four modules and are designed for learners of English at secondary level. The coursebooks are designed to provide systematic preparation in all the skills required for successful communication, both in written and spoken
form. The material is clearly structured and easy to use. The Student's Book and the Workbook for each level are designed to be covered in approximately 100 to 120 hours of classroom work.
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